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Aims

We wish to study:
•Large-scale dynamics in flaring active
regions.

•How magnetic reconnection and energy
transport are related.

•Regions beyond the ‘standard model’
of flares.

1. Introduction

•The ‘standard model’ of flares considers
reconnection beneath a CME.

•However, not all flaring active regions
have CMEs.

• Interaction with the overlying
(background) field must be important.

•This occurs in the breakout model[1]

through external reconnection.

•We show that external reconnection is
important for flares without CMEs too.

•But what effect does external
reconnection have on the magnetic
connectivity inside the active region?

•How is the external reconnection related
to energy transport in the region?

2. Modelling

•For large-scale dynamics, we model the
region with resistive MHD.

•We use flux emergence models[2],[3] to
model the active region dynamics
self-consistently.

•These models give flexibility in choosing
relative orientations of emerging and
overlying fields.

3. External reconnection

• Initially, reconnection occurs at one
magnetic separator.

•This is is the boundary of the four flux
domains (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Magnetic skeleton. Reconnection occurs at one sep-
arator (initially). Key: green - active region field, cyan - back-
ground field, blue - reconnected field (one footpoint to one side
of domain), red - reconnected field (other footpoint to other
side of domain), purple - separators, spheres - null points.

4. Tearing reconnection

•The external current sheet thins and
begins to tear.

•The single separator bifurcates from one
to many (e.g. Figure 2).

•Each separator is a location of enhanced
E‖ - many particle acceleration regions in
a small volume.

•Post tearing, field lines deep inside the
active region reconnect to the corona.

Figure 2: Connectivity map showing bifurcation of separators,
1→3, at the top of the active region field. Key: as in Figure 1.

•1 separator → smooth reconnection,
outer field lines only.

•multiple separators → impulsive
reconnection, inner and outer field lines
reconnect.

5. Poynting flux

•Post tearing, field lines at the centres of
the footpoints now connect to the corona.

•Figure 3 show a photospheric map of
ez · µ−1

0 E×B with some selected field
lines.

Figure 3: Poynting flux map with selected field lines. Map key:
white - upward, black - downward

•Poynting flux & external reconnection -
the focus of future work.
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